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Resourceful mill upgrade  
 
The Gilbert Smith Forest Products sawmill in the B.C. Interior has just wrapped up a 
multi-million dollar upgrade that included some new equipment, a lot of used equipment 
—and involved a whole lot of resourcefulness. 
 
By Paul MacDonald 
 
The headrig carriage at the Gilbert Smith Forest Products sawmill in Barriere, B.C. is well travelled. When the carriage 
was taken out this past fall as part of a multi-million dollar upgrade at this Western Red Cedar mill, employees were trying 
to figure out the equivalent of how many times the carriage had travelled around the world, in its decades of service. The 
conclusion: many, many times around the world. 
 
These days, the carriage has been retired to a place of honor, in front of the Gilbert Smith FP office, just off the 
Yellowhead Highway, which runs through Barriere, about 70 kilometres north of Kamloops, in B.C’s Southern Interior. 
 
But it has a worthy successor—as part of the upgrade—in the form of a new-to-Gilbert Smith FP headrig system, made up 
of a combination of components. 
 
After close to a year-long upgrade, the mill is running more smoothly and efficiently—with more efficiencies on the way, 
as the inevitable post-upgrade tweaking is completed. 
 
Greg Smith, Chief Operating Officer of Gilbert Smith FP, and a grandson of the founder of the family-run company, 
explained that the upgrade was in the works for quite a few years. “It really goes back a ways—we’ve been planning the 
upgrade in a significant way for about six years, but we’ve been accumulating used mill equipment for an upgrade for 
about 10 years.” 
 
Gilbert Smith FP is one of the handful of mid-sized independent sawmills left in B.C. And while it may not have the deep 
pockets of the large forest companies, it takes pride on being resourceful—and the upgrade illustrated that in spades, with 
the careful and strategic purchase and installation of used mill equipment. “As a small company, we have to be 
resourceful,” says Smith. 
 
And that meant running the mill’s small log line right through the upgrade, a challenging feat in itself. “It was a bit of a 
leap of faith for us, because we became a one-line mill again, as we were before we installed the small log line with the 
HewSaw, back in 2003.” 
 
The purchase of used mill equipment goes back more than a decade, when Gilbert Smith FP purchased cut-to-length log 
decks from forest company Tolko Industries after a forest fire swept this area, and destroyed much of Tolko’s Louis Creek 
sawmill. In fact, the Smith Family, and its employees, were extremely thankful that their mill was not destroyed in the fire. 
 
Installing the CTL infeed was part of the latest upgrade program. While Gilbert Smith FP processes a fair bit of tree length 
wood to meet customer needs for longer cedar pieces, a good amount of their timber comes in the form of CTL wood from 
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the logging operations of companies such as Canfor, which is 100 per cent CTL. 
 
When Weyerhaeuser’s Kamloops sawmill closed in 2008, an iron opportunity again presented itself, and the company 
purchased the Kamloops mill’s Newnes-USNR board edger system and chip handling system. They knew they needed to 
get some edger improvements for the small log line—which is anchored by a very dependable and productive HewSaw 
R200 unit. 
 
“The flow had to deadhead through our re-saw—it created a bit of a bottleneck and some recovery challenges—and we 
had a manually fed board edger.” 
 
But before any of the upgrade happened, the downturn hit, and plans were put on hold. They hunkered down, and just 
worked away at producing whatever the market needed. “But we were still on the lookout for used equipment,” says 
Smith. 
 
They did some small mill upgrades during the downturn, he says. These were more “close to the customer” upgrades, and 
strongly focused on customer needs. “We put in a Weinig WACO BKW twin band re-saw so we could produce metric 
sizing, and get into more of the offshore markets.” 
 
And interestingly for what had been a strictly cedar operation, they produced some Douglas fir. They put in a Samuel 
Strapping packaging line, so they could tailor the packaging more for the offshore markets. 
 
“We certainly did not need to increase production at the sawmill at that time—what we needed to do was create products 
that people needed in the downturn,” said Smith. 
 
These were low capital, good payback projects that were done by their own crews. “It kept our crews busy and it’s paid 
real dividends. As the mill has come up in production, we have strap-on packaging and dunnage.” The twin band re-saw is 
not used much right now. “But it’s still a very effective sawmill tool—you can end up being a bit of a re-man with it.” 
 
Accumulating further equipment, Smith said they had a good “war chest” of mill equipment to do the upgrade, and 
achieve their goal. While they employed consultants on a limited basis, by far most of the work was done by Gilbert Smith 
FP people, carrying out what Smith modestly calls “napkin engineering”. 
 
“Our goal is to have the mill produce the most efficient cedar blank—we need to get the right product coming out of the 
mill for our customers.” They use the cedar blank as a building block for turning out the exact products their reman 
customers are looking for. 
 
“We’ve developed relationships with a variety of different remanufacturers, both in Canada and the U.S. And through 
understanding their business and the products they turn out, we develop a blank that fits their requirements.” He added 
that the installation of the HewSaw small log line in 2003 has really been instrumental in allowing them to meet the needs 
of that market. 
 
Although their older headrig and carriage had served them well—doing the equivalent of many trips around the world—a 
newer headrig had been on the company’s radar for years. 
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But all the changes had to be well-planned out, Smith explained, as space was very tight in the mill. 
 
“The original mill was very close coupled—it was a very busy place. To do the new headrig properly, we needed the space 
of the old board edger. So, as a piece of the puzzle, we needed to install a new board edger, and take the old board edger 
out, freeing up that real estate, and then putting in the headrig.” 
 
The new chip system had to fit in well with this, too. “We wanted to make sure the new chip system could handle the 
flow,” says Smith, noting there had been some bottlenecking there, as the mill had increased production. “It was nice in 
that we were able to put the chip system where our old beehive burner used to be.” 
 
The mill took an innovative approach to installing the new residual wood handling system in the mill. “We built it off-line. 
We got a mini-excavator and dug out and built all the conveyors underneath the existing waste system. So when we were 
ready for our changeover weekend, we took out the old equipment, and the new system was sitting right there, underneath. 
 
“And everyone who has dealt with waste systems knows the more vertical fall you have, the better. And that has certainly 
worked with the new system—we’re getting some decent fall with it.” 
 
In doing the digging for the new system, they found some interesting additions to the foundation—everything from 
boulders the size of basketballs to metal bandings, to 1.5 inch rebar, mixed into the original footings 
 
In addition to achieving other efficiencies, the CTL infeed allows them to make better use of their Nicholson A5 debarker, 
says Smith. “We were able to make some gains there—we did not have to speed the barker up. We just closed the gap and 
put more consistent wood through it.” 
 
Again, this part of the mill was tight, creating problems if there was an issue with the cut off saw. “We can now buck and 
process, and dump the logs into a pit with the set-up we have now.” The Linden step feeder system for the set-up was 
purchased from the Federated Co-op mill. 
 
“The step feeder was a piece of equipment we had been looking for and waiting for,” says Smith. “It was a good deal, and 
it has frequency drive control and electric drive, and not many hours on it.” 
 
Even though they purchased almost all used equipment for the upgrade, Smith cautions that you need to be very particular 
about what you buy, and what kind of condition it is in. 
 
“Sometimes you will buy something used and it will drive your whole program—you need to be careful about that. Also, 
you can buy something used and spend so much money converting it to something that you can use that you might as well 
have bought it new.” 
 


